A procedure for the computer indexing of powder diffraction patterns of monoclinic crystals is described. The method is based on locating the orthogonal hkO and Okl zones by means of two relationships among the Q (= 1/d 2) values: 2Qo20 + Qhto = Qh3o and 3Q02o + Qh2o = Qh4o. The monoclinic angle is determined by trying certain low-index hOl and hkl values for the reflections not already indexed and by determining if the entire pattern can then be indexed. A computer program has been written in Fortran IV and extensively tested on a variety of known patterns of various degrees of experimental accuracy and inherent difficulty. At present, about 60% of the test patterns can be indexed in an automated fashion.
Introduction
Automated computer indexing of the powder pattern of a material whose unit-cell dimensions and crystal symmetry are not known in advance has long been a goal. At the time this work was begun (1970) , several computer ~:odes for this purpose existed. The INDEX program of Goebel & Wilson (1965) treats the cases of orthorhombic and higher symmetry. On the other hand, the INDX program of Roof (1968) and the program of Visser (1969) are both unrestricted as to crystal class. In testing the INDX program on monoclinic compounds of known indexing, we discovered that systematic absences of first-order reflections, so prevalent in the monoclinic system, caused difficulties, and these led to incorrect solutions in a number of cases.t While we had no personal experience with Visser's program, there are apparently no such flaws. Visser (1969) described the program as most suited to compounds of orthorhombic or lower symmetry.
Many materials, however, belong to the monoclinic system. It therefore seemed to us of potential value to treat this crystal class directly rather than first considering the symmetry as triclinic. Such benefits include: a strategy designed for monoclinic geometry, systematic absences expected and allowed for, unit-cell reductions and transformations avoided. A code handling monoclinic substances might be expected to be small and economical for computer usage.
This paper presents a fairly simple and direct method for indexing powder patterns of monoclinic substances. The procedure has been systematized so that the decision-making steps can be left to a computer. This had led to the development of a computer program that is fast and routine in its application.
The actual computation does not require a computer; in fact, the authors have used this method and a pocket calculator to index a number of patterns. t In a later version oflNDX, these difficulties have been eliminated (Roof, 1974, private communication) .
Description
The quadratic form for monoclinic crystals, 1/dEkt = Qhu = h2a*2 + k2b*2 + 12c'2 + 2hla*c* cos fl*, contains four reciprocal cell constants (a*, b*, c*, and the monoclinic angle fl*) which must be specified. Moreover, one of the Miller indices, say h, can take on negative as well as positive integer values.
The general strategy adopted is: 1. To concentrate first on determining the orthogonal hkO and Okl zones. 2. To determine fl* from certain low-index hO1 or general hkl reflections. 3. To proceed then to index the entire pattern.
A key part of the strategy is in determining the 0k0 row, more specifically, the 020 reflection. In this connection, we make explicit use of the fact that for monoclinic crystals the 020 reflection is observed far more frequently than is the 010 reflection.
The relations which serve as '020 detectors' are:
2Qo2o+Qhlo=Qh3o and 3Qo2o + Qh2o = Qh4o.
(1)
The 020 reflection is, of course, common also to the Okl zone. Thus, the above relations are true if l is the running index rather than h. Values for h and l can be assumed to be < 2 for reflections that occur at low 20. These equations are used in the following manner: From the list of input Q~ values the computer forms 2Q~ and 3Q~. To each in turn are added Q values of other reflections to form two tables having numerical values of 2Qj + Qg and 3Qj+Qi. The computer next looks for and denotes coincidences (within a prescribed AQ limit) between these tabulated values and observed Q values. For example, as indicated in equation (1), a coincidence in row p and columns q and r in the 2Q~ + Qi table means reflection p is potentially 020 and q and r are potentially hl0 and 01l, respectively. Similar considerations apply to coincidences within the 3Q j + Qi table.
Each coincidence is then pursued. Each may be solved to yield a value of b* and a*; i.e., a possible hkO zone is obtained For a given value of b*, all possible combinations of zones, taken two at a time, are considered; i.e., all possible hkO and Okl zones are obtained.
For a given combination of hkO and Okl, the computer attempts to find the monoclinic angle fl* (the dihedral angle between hkO and Okl) by trying a hierarchy of simple hOl and hkl values for those reflections not already indexed in the orthogonal zones. For some combinations of zones no value of/3* can be determined. These combinations can then be rejected (a certain number of false zones may have resulted from chance coincidences). For those combinations that do yield a value of fl*, a unit-cell volume is determined.
These unit cells are next ordered according to magnitudes. Indexing of the pattern is now attempted, working from the smallest unit-cell volume up. Output consists of leastsquares-refined cell constants and Miller indices for (up to) the ten smallest cells.
Provision is made in the program for up to two 'impurity lines', i.e., a solution is allowed even if one or two lines cannot be indexed. 'Impurity lines' can be due to chemical or wavelength impurities, or to mistakes in data reduction and data input. This provision also covers the case of a broadened line due to the overlap of two independent lines. It is, of course, mandatory that these 'impurity lines' be accounted for afterwards.
Example: Na~HPO4.7H~O
Input powder data consists of the first 21 d-values on Card Number 10-191 from the JCPDS Powder Diffraction File, together with a AQ window width of 5 x 10 -4 A,-~. As explained above, if any computer-generated sum of Q values numerically matches an observed Q value to within this window width, a coincidence is said to have occurred. Also, in the subsequent indexing process, a line is termed 'not indexed' if the difference between observed and calculated Q values exceeds AQ. Table 1 shows the 2Qj + Q~ table for this data set. Note the high number of coincidences for the fifth diffraction line. (If the indexing procedure were being carried out on a pocket calculator, it would be prudent to investigate these coincidences first.) Tables 2 and 3 give the first and second choices for the indexing. The fifth line does indeed turn out to be 020 in both cases. In fact, the Okl zone is the same in both schemes.
Note the superiority of the first choice over the second with regards to smaller cell volume and number of lines accounted for. Cell constants and Miller indices for the first choice are in excellent agreement with values given on the Powder Diffraction File card. The first row is 10 ~ x Q~ (i = 1... 17); the first column is the powder line number; the second column is 10~x 2Qj (j= 1...7). The third column denotes number of coincidences of 2Q~ + Q~ with observed Q's within AQ. AQ for this example =0"0005 ~-~. 
Results and discussion
Our computer program has been extensively tested on a variety of known patterns from the JCPDS Powder Diffraction File ('starred patterns') and National Bureau of Standards (Circular 539 and Monograph 25 series). The unitcell volumes ranged approximately from 100 to 2000 ,~3;
AQ window widths provided to the program were in the range 5 x 10 -4 to 10x 10 -4 ,~-2. We typically took the first 20 to 40 diffraction lines so that the Q values covered a six to tenfold range. Running times on a CDC 6600 computer were about one minute per pattern. Our experiences are summarized in Table 4 . The cases for which the patterns were successfully indexed speak for themselves: these were deduced by the computer in a completely automated fashion. The original d-spacing data, it should be emphasized, were not generally recorded with the purpose of indexing powder patterns of unknowns in mind. The failures are mainly due to (1) inaccuracies in the d-spacing data (systematic errors are particularly troublesome) and (2) nondetection (presumably because of weakness) of those reflections which enter into the Q relations.
Our experience with data recorded by the Debye-Scherrer technique has been especially disappointing. The far greater success with data from focusing cameras reflects greater accuracy and resolution per se, smaller systematic errors, and greater detectability of weak reflections. For high-quality diffractometer data, such as the NBS patterns, our experiences have likewise been good. However, for data sets Primitive unit cell, End-centered unit cell, b < a or c b>a or c having nontrivial systematic errors, successes have been as limited as with Debye-Scherrer data. The reasons for greater success with primitive unit cells having b > a or c are quite evident. For a primitive cell, all of the reflections entering into the Q relations are potentially present, whereas for a centered cell some of these reflections are systematically absent. Thus, nondetection or line overlap of the remaining 'keying' reflections is more ruinous for the centered cell. Similarly, for a cell with b > a or c, the higherorder 'keying' reflections (h30 and h40) are usually present in the data set provided to the program. To help overcome these difficulties, it may ultimately prove advantageous to use routinely more lines (say, 30 to 50) as input. We emphasize, however, that these are practical considerations, not theoretical ones.
In principle, the present method is applicable also to orthorhombic and higher crystal classes, i.e., these are special cases of the monoclinic system as far as the quadratic expression for Q is concerned. In tests on patterns of several orthorhombic crystals, the number of successful computer indexings was roughly the same as with monoclinic substances. The outlook for application to the other crystal system is not promising, however. This is because the 020 reflection is absent in a number of trigonal, tetragonal, hexagonal, and cubic space groups (the y axis being taken as the unique axis). Fortunately, the Goebel-Wilson program is available for these systems.
683
No provision is made in the present program for reduction of the unit cells obtained to a standard crystallographic setting. In the monoclinic case, the crystallographic equivalence of the different unit cells produced is often immediately obvious, i.e., many of the cells have the same volume and b axis, but different choices for the a and c axes. Whether or not the monoclinic cells so obtained correspond to higher symmetry must, of course, be tested for by suitable cell transformations. Assessment of the reliability of the indexing is likewise left to the user. A useful criterion in this regard is the M20 figure of merit (de Wolff, 1968) .
The present computer program has had moderate success in indexing powder patterns of monoclinic crystals. As with the programs of Roof and Visser, excessive inaccuracies in the experimental data can be disastrous. Nondetection of allowed reflections appears to be a greater problem for our method than for those of Roof and Visser. As focusing cameras come into more widespread use and powder data are recorded with the express purpose of indexing unknowns, we expect the percentage of our successes to go up. Hopefully, this figure can reach 80 to 90%.
The computer code (called QTEST) was written in Fortran IV and compiles under the CDC PUTT compiler. The program is under 10K words in size, and requires a least-squares refinement subroutine. The authors should be contacted for a listing of the program.
